
Are you trying to replace food that I love?  

No! We love food! In fact, we love food so much, we never want you to eat a disappointing meal 

again. That’s where we come in, to save you from soggy sandwiches and lukewarm microwave 

egg breakfast products. You’re welcome. 

How do I use Soylent?  

Soylent was created to provide you with a complete meal in an easy-to-use format. While not 

intended to replace every meal, Soylent can replace any meal. Enjoy our full line of food 

products as a meal or a snack between your meals, it’s entirely up to you.  

 

We suggest starting the use of Soylent products with a single meal or two per week, then 

increasing your intake over subsequent weeks. This will allow your body to adjust to a new food 

source. Once you are acclimated to Soylent, you can customize your intake to your liking. 

What is one serving of Soylent?  

Everyone has different needs in their diet, so we created Soylent to be modular. The average 

adult requires 2,000 calories per day.* Each of our products is formulated to provide one 400 

calorie meal. That means each bottle of Soylent Drink or Cafe is 400 calories, and each prepared 

serving of Soylent Powder is equal to 400 calories. If you need a larger meal, or a smaller snack, 

you can always prepare more or less than one serving, or adjust your intake of Drink, Cafe, or 

Powder accordingly. 

*Not everyone needs 2,000 calories a day. The nutritional needs of an individual vary based on 

size, age, and activity level. 

How do I prepare a serving of Soylent Powder?  

Our favorite way to get the best taste and texture is using a blender and chilling the mixed 

product for 20 minutes. But using a shaker bottle works really well too! 

Helpful how-to for using a shaker bottle... 

1. Mix. For an 8oz serving, mix ½ cup (60g) of Soylent with 1 cup of water. For a 12oz serving, 

mix ⅔ cup (90g) of Soylent with 1½ cup of water. Each scoop of powder is approximately ⅓ 

cup, if you’re using a Soylent Scoop. For exact measurements, use a scale and measure by 

weight. 

2. Shake. Use a shaker bottle or blender. Prepare with ice or chill before serving. 

3. Drink. Store any unfinished, mixed Soylent in the fridge. Consume within two days. 

Can Soylent help me improve my diet?  



Soylent is not designed as a diet program, but is designed to provide roughly 20% daily 

recommended micronutrients* (based on an average 2000 calorie diet), plus a balance of fats, 

carbs, and plant-based protein. It is modular nutrition that can fit into a variety of diets. If you 

choose to replace less nutritious meals with Soylent, it may help improve your overall diet. 

It is important to stress that every person’s nutritional requirements are different and there is no 

one-size-fits-all plan for a healthy diet. For more information on a healthy diet, please consult a 

professional such as a registered dietician or your doctor. 

*See product pages for complete nutrition facts. 

How do I incorporate Soylent into my diet?  

We don’t want you to think of Soylent as an all-or-nothing proposition, a diet plan, or a trendy 

cleanse. Instead, think of Soylent as an antidote for the “Food Void.” A food void is any time 

you’re stuck without access to a good, quality meal. We’re not trying to replace the meals you 

love, but rather to save you from dining on a vending machine lunch or spending $10 on a limp 

salad. 

Most people find success replacing a few meals a week — often starting with breakfasts (have 

you tried our Cafe line?), or keeping a few bottles of Soylent on hand for when life gets busy. 

Some use Soylent for just about every meal, except when dining out or with friends, while others 

grab a bottle from the store when they’re on the go. See what works best for you! 

Can I lose weight drinking Soylent?  

Soylent is not designed as a weight loss tool. While some people incorporate Soylent into their 

diets for any number of weight loss, weight gain, or weight maintenance reasons, Soylent should 

simply be looked at as a 400 calorie complete meal. 

Every person’s nutritional requirements are different, and Soylent has been designed to represent 

roughly 20% of a 2000 calorie diet as laid out for the average person by the FDA. For more 

information on a healthy diet, please consult a professional such as a registered dietician or your 

doctor. 

How long does my Soylent last?  

All products are marked with either an expiration date (EXP month/year), best by date (BEST 

BY month/day/year) or manufacturing date (MFG month/year). Our warehouses practice a first 

in/first out product rotation, so shelf life of received products can vary depending on warehouse 

location and available stock. It is our policy that no consumer will receive product with less than 

a two-month shelf life. If you receive a product with less than a two-month shelf life, please see 

our policy here. 

 

The shelf life of Soylent products reflects the nutrition they contain. A year after production, the 

vitamin blend begins to lose its potency. Due to this loss in nutrition, we recommend consuming 

https://soylent.com/products/cafe-variety-pack
https://soylent.com/pages/terms-conditions


your Soylent before either the expiration, best by date, or within one year of the manufacturing 

date — depending on the product label. 

 

If you notice that the flavor of your Soylent changes between packages, please check your 

product’s shelf life information and dispose if necessary. 

I have IBS/IBD, can I drink Soylent?  

The gastrointestinal comfort of Soylent has not yet been officially tested or evaluated for those 

living with IBS or an inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), such as Crohn's disease or ulcerative 

colitis. Until we perform more precise testing, we can only recommend that you consult with 

your healthcare professional before adding Soylent to your diet. 

Can I give Soylent to my child?  

While no ingredient in Soylent is dangerous to children, Soylent is formulated for the nutritional 

needs of an average adult. Because children have different nutritional requirements than adults, 

we can not recommend that any child use Soylent as a significant part of their diet. Please 

consult with your child’s doctor before introducing your child to Soylent. 

Can I drink Soylent while pregnant or nursing?  

While no ingredient in Soylent is dangerous to pregnant or nursing mothers, Soylent is 

formulated for the nutritional needs of an average adult. Because pregnant, nursing mothers, and 

their children have different nutritional requirements than the average adult, we cannot 

recommend that any pregnant woman or nursing mother use Soylent as a significant part of their 

diet. As always, please consult with your doctor before consuming Soylent. 

 


